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Dear Lm^ton

Your^s sincerely,

Esq., J・P。,
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Tlie (mesuion of uhc renovcJ. of the bullaos^r fron i<;s present
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Dear Manders,

Camp Track Buffalo

With reference to your letter of I3th March, I irlllKsexpect
Rowlands early next month. Accomodation will "be arranged.
He should know that there are no tools pertaining to the machine
here. B®nes - previous Supu. Public Works - took them all to
Stanley from Port Howard. He will know what he requires and
should bring them witl him.
Rubber links and nuts and "bolts for one track which were sent
are still here.

I did tell you in Stanley that this jetty is not suitable for
shipping the machine apart from the fact that 1 Darwin* only
comes alongside at spring tides. I 4so mentioned that
probably the Da* win could not lift it. However given the
weight the shipping company can advise.
In Stanley the machine was loaded on !Fitzroy from
At Fox Bay it was driven off the ship with assistamce from
the ship's winch. The jetty had been strengthened for the
operation. That could not be done from 1 Barvzin* • The Fitzroy
has a deep well deck for1ard.

The jetty at Fox Bay E was damaged "by ‘Darwin’ last year and
is not available now for a ship to go alongside. Hill Cove,
at球 Roy Cove and Port Howard have jettys. Of these, that at
Roy Cove is solid concrete and should not need strengthening.

I note the removal of the Bulldozer from the present site
will be gone into. I trust the grader and scoop wi11 not
"be forgotten.

Yours sincerely

The Hon, Colonial Secretary
Stanley
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